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Country
Bolivia
Guatemala
Honduras
India*
Malawi
Nicaragua
Peru
Rwanda**
Uganda***
Total

# clinics
# people
# schools
# people
# AWCs where
# people reached in
where work reached in
where work reached in
work is complete
AWCs
is complete clinics
is complete schools
0
0
9
1,621
0
0
4
30,120
7
261
0
0
1
40
5
241
0
0
1
300
80
16,554
94
5,285
2
772
43
44,588
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
20
0
0
6
550
24
19,224
0
0
6
2,201
16
4,999
0
0
22
33,983
185
87,508
94
5,285
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https://news.un.org/es/story/2020/11/1484802
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/2020_12_30%20USAIDBHA%20Latin%20America%20Storms%20Fact%20Sheet%20%239.pdf
4 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-honduras-storms/u-n-says-honduras-hurricane-losses-total-1-9-bln-farbelow-government-estimate-idUSKBN28V035
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Impact Stories
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India – Celebrating Hygiene
Teachers at the Fatepur Primary School in West Bengal, India, know that a successful student is a healthy
student. Twice a year, the school of nearly 500 students holds a soap drive. Parents and children gather
for a festive celebration, and the families bring donated soap
and hygiene supplies for the school to use. Soaps, buckets,
scrub brushes, and sanitizers are assembled while children
share messages of good health and proper hygiene through
songs, plays, and decorated signs.
Hygiene education, including proper handwashing techniques,
is an integral part of this school s curriculum. Water For People
works with schools like the Fatepur Primary School to train the
teachers and develop plans and messages for instilling healthy
hygiene habits in the young students. If schools lack the budget
for necessary supplies, setting up the soap drives ensures a
bank of hygiene materials for student and teacher use.
From daily songs to paintings on the walls, the students are
always reminded of the importance of hygiene. This knowledge
spreads through the community as the young students
enthusiastically take what they learn during the day home to
their families.
Neelima, whose daughter is in the 4th grade, experiences this
enthusiasm. Whate er is taught in school, like washing hands
after using the toilet or before eating food, she comes home
and tells us e er thing

This young student, wearing a headband depicting
handwashing messages, shows off her clean hands.

We didn t have a separate bar of soap for washing hands after using the toilet Manorana, mother of a
3rd grader shared. B t my son came home and told me you should have one bar for washing hands
before eating and a different bar for the bathroom
These mothers are happy to support the soap drives, and enjoy the eager lessons brought home to the
rest of their families. They see the importance of handwashing and the direct connection to their
children s health.
Rupa, mother of a 3rd grader, experienced this connection. M daughter had fevers and stomach aches.
Every month I would spend 500-1000 rupees on just medical expenses, but not anymore. This is because
of their personal hygiene and handwashing. Now she is health
While fairs in honor of handwashing look different during a pandemic, the passion for clean hands has
not been diminished. Students across schools cover their faces and continue to celebrate the importance
of handwashing.
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Uganda – The Rukunyu District Hospital
Ivan Mujuni has lived in Kamwenge District in Uganda for 15 years. He plays a crucial role for this
community of over 20,000 people he is a doctor. Specifically, Dr. Mujuni is the Senior Medical Officer
at the Rukunyu District Hospital. From starting as an intern to working his way up to the current senior
role, Dr. Mujuni has seen significant growth and transitions at the hospital.
In 2018, Water For People partnered with the district and the Center for Disease Control (CDC) to
analyze health centers current state of handwashing, drinking water, and waste management facilities
and practices. For the Rukunyu Health Center, Water For People supported the installation of waste
incinerators and handwashing stations at key locations. In 2019, it was upgraded from a Health Center to
its current District Hospital status. This meant increased capacity, support, and treatment offerings
including improvements in maternity services. On average, the hospital served 2,500 out-patients and
admitted 400 in-patients per month. In 2020, the hospital was designated as the hub for potential COVID19 cases. In addition to COVID testing and
care, the hospital also saw a swell in
patients as its new treatment offerings
attracted more people.
D ring the COVID-19 pandemic we have
been a hub for the district and since then,
the numbers have increased to 4,000
outpatients and 600 inpatients per
month shares Dr. Mujuni.
The hospital facilities were overwhelmed
and in need of support. It was unable to
keep water flowing for patients and
healthcare workers. Many partners jumped into action by contributing additional beds, soap, detergent,
and bleaching agents. While these were crucial supplies, Water For People recognized the need for the
hospital to maintain uninterrupted access to water. In close alignment with the District Water and
Sanitation Coordination Committee, Water For People stepped up to cover the cost of the water bills.
This provided the flexibility and support necessary for the hospital to safely carry on its care.
Dr. Ivan Mujuni at his office in the Rukunyu District Hospital

Before this partnership, we had handwashing points, but they had no water. All the taps within the
institution were closed and patients had to walk to other sources outside the hospital for their ater
Dr. Mujuni further shares. When going to fetch the water, patients were paying for just two liters of
water an amount inadequate for the care, cleaning, and hygiene they required.
This was the thing that was needed the most in the hospital especially with the pandemic where we
constantly have to wash our hands. We had the handwashing materials, but no ater
Listening, and responding, to the local needs means that thousands of patients and medical professionals
are safely washing hands and practicing proper hygiene at the Rukunyu District Hospital.
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Longer term, Water For People will continue working with the hospital and the District government on
future financing efforts to ensure the hospital can pay its own bills and keep the water flowing. WASH
financing is built into Water For People s Sustainable Services Checklist as it is a key part of sustainability.
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